State-of-the-art facilities for training health professionals
Brunel Medical School is located in the heart of the campus close to all the main amenities. The newly refurbished Quad North building features gold standard, state-of-the-art, digital-enabled learning and teaching facilities for health professionals.

Brunel Medical School is part of the College of Health, Medicine and Life Sciences (CHMLS), which is a leading provider of undergraduate and postgraduate health professions education, including Physician Associate, Nursing, Physiotherapy, Occupational Therapy and Social Work programmes.
**Boardroom**

Spacious boardroom with a maximum capacity of 15 and fast guest WiFi available. Soundbar and large AV screen with ClickShare wireless conference facilities, allowing you to use your laptop or the desktop to join those in the room with anyone in the world. Whiteboard can be supplied. Large windows allowing natural light, all fitted with blinds. Ample pay and display parking available and Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) bathrooms nearby, catering can be ordered for this room, lift access to the floor.

**Room dimensions:** 8.0m x 4.5m

---

**Clinical Skills Laboratories**

Description: Our two clinical skills laboratories provide a space to cover all key skills needed at the start of a clinical career: basic infection control practices, measurement of vital signs, checking blood glucose, venepuncture, cannulation, suturing, injections, examining eyes and ears and basic life support.

**Spec:** Hand washing facilities, flexible space, large AV screen, 20 data ports, Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant access, lift access to floor, PPE dispensers, clinical waste and sharps bins, Quality CPR manikins available to hire.

**Room dimensions:** 7.0 x 13.6m | 7.6 x 9.0m

---

**Clinical Communication Skills Suite**

Description: Our 18 clinical communication skill rooms have been fitted to reflect what is currently used in the clinical workplace, with cameras which can be viewed in any room to provide real time feedback and opportunities for supervised role play of clinical scenarios. With video-linked communication, students learn to interact with simulated patients and develop communication skills while learning to take histories for a range of medical conditions. Ideal for OSCE examinations.

If you wish to use the camera system please get in touch to discuss your requirements further.

**Spec:** adjustable patient examination couch, privacy curtain, desk and two chairs, PPE dispensers, clinical waste and sharps bins, hand washing facilities in 9 of the rooms, instrument trolley, Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) compliant access, lift access to floor.

**Room dimensions:** 3.5 x 4.0m

---

**Simulated Wards**

Description: Our two multifunctional simulated wards contain four bed spaces each. They have been designed to replicate a real hospital, providing a realistic and safe environment in which to practice clinical examinations and gain confidence in a wide range of skills including communication, vital sign measurement, mobility assessment, moving and handling, resuscitation and many more.

**Spec:** Four patient beds, patient call system, privacy screens, AV screens, PPE dispensers, clinical waste and sharps bins, hand washing facilities, simulated medical oxygen and air supplies, medical charts at the end of beds, hospital spec furniture (bedside cabinet and chair), controlled drugs cabinet, high specification lighting showing true skin tone, DDA accessible, lift to floor.

**Room dimensions:** 7.7 x 10.5m
The facilities are suitable for:

Professionals and Organisations
- Care Homes
- Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs)
- Dentists
- GP Confederation
- Health Sciences
- Multi-Disciplinary Teams Practices
- Midwives
- Nursing
- Nutrition and Dietetics
- Occupational Health
- Paramedics
- Pharmacists
- Physiotherapists
- Radiography
- Radiotherapy
- Social Work
- St John’s Ambulance

Training and Activities
- CPR courses
- Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs)
- Resuscitation Mentorship Development (RMD) courses

Breakout Rooms
Three breakout meeting rooms available with a capacity of four. Meeting table and four chairs in each room. Soundbar and large AV screens with ClickShare wireless conference facilities, allowing easy collaboration from your laptop with anyone in the world.

Room dimensions: 3.0 x 3.0m

Other facilities
Clients have access to the kitchen (fridge, microwaves etc.) and a catering service if required. There are local amenities and car parking close by.

Equipment in the rooms is available for hire. Please email for details.
Brunel Medical School is located in Quad North

Scan the QR code to view a virtual tour of Brunel Medical School

For more information or to arrange a tour of the facilities please contact: bms-facilities@brunel.ac.uk

To view floor plans and a virtual tour please visit: brunel.ac.uk/brunel-medical-school/facilities
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